
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1854

He is only in his twenties!

At the age of twenty, he has such a terrifying identity background!

In the past ten years, what has he experienced in his body that has

grown to such a terrifying level?

Look at the black town state order!

He Lanxuan and Xu Longguan were also completely confused!

It turned out that the man in front of him was the legendary Lin Zuo!

They never knew that Lin Zuo was so young, only in his twenties!

This is just like dreaming!

“My head is here, there is a kind! Just take it!”

Lin Fan looked like a dragon, staring at the two army seats in front of

him.

Xu Longguan and He Lanxuan were silent for a while, their faces were

particularly ugly.

If they were to let them kill Lin Fan in public, they would never dare!

Because throughout the ages, killing an army seat is guilty of treason

and is to be sentenced to death!

Even an extremely strong man like them cannot bear the anger from

the head of state.

They can’t kill the man in front of them!

It can’t be killed!

“Today’s matter, I Helan Xuan wrote down!”

He Lanxuan roared, then waved his hand:

“let’s go!”

He Lanxuan took his own people, and left with anger!

Xu Longguan also took a deep look at Lin Fan, and a deep hatred

appeared in his eyes:

“Lin Zuo, we have met in mountains and rivers!”

Today, their two major army seats have lost their faces, so their hatred

for Lin Fan is even more intense!

If they can’t kill Lin Fan, they are afraid they won’t be able to feel at

ease for a lifetime!

now!

There are only Lin Fan and Nihuang left in the field, facing the big Lin

family!

And this time!

Lin Fan raised a finger and said to Lin Hongtu:

“One month, one month’s time, I want your Lin family to be ruined!”

Now that the identity has been exposed, there is nothing to hide next.

After Lin Fan and the others left, Lin Zhanli suddenly threw himself

into Lin Hongtu’s arms like a dog:

“Dad, we are over! We are really over this time!”

“Now, what shall we do?”

Lin Zuo!

What they offended was a dignified tree, and now who else can save

them?

Within a month, the other party was about to uproot their Lin family!

“Hahaha!”

Lin Hongtu laughed wildly and shook his head:

“Retribution! Retribution!”

“It’s my Lin family who has eyes and no beads, and abandons the real

dragon! This is what we deserve!”

Lin Hongtu regrets it!

I really regret it!

If he can save the current situation with his own death, he will be

obliged to mutilate himself on the spot.

It’s a pity it’s too late!

It was he who killed his grandson and brother, killed countless Lin

family members, and ruined the Lin family’s hundreds of years of

inheritance.

Even when he got to Huangquan Road, he didn’t have the face to meet

his ancestors and ancestors.

This is all his own sin!

If they hadn’t done such an excessive thing to Lin Fan in the first place,

they wouldn’t have the result they are today, they deserved it!

It is they who are looking for death on their own!

Seeing Lin Hongtu’s appearance, Lin Zhanli knew that his wise old

father had also been completely messed up.

Lin Zhanli has nothing to do!

Next, what they will face is Lin Fan’s crazy revenge!

“Dad, let’s escape! We fled overseas. With the money, it will be enough

for the father and son to spend the rest of our lives.

Lin Zhanli pleaded to Lin Hongtu. At this time, he just wanted to

escape. The farther he could escape, the better.

Stay away from this place of right and wrong.

Stay away from that devil Lin Fan!

Snapped!

just!

Lin Hongtu slapped him directly, and then roared:

“If you want to run away in case of trouble, you deserve to be called

the Lin family? The Lin family, why did you give birth to such a useless

waste!”

“Our Lin family can die in battle, but we absolutely can’t escape!”
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